Comparison of outcomes and cost in patients undergoing tonsillectomy with electrocautery and thermal welding.
To assess the morbidity and efficacy of thermal tissue welder instrument for tonsillectomy and compare it with monopolar electrocautery. IRB approval was obtained at the Wexner Medical Center at Ohio State University for a prospective, randomized, single-blinded, controlled clinical study of 48 healthy adult volunteers undergoing tonsillectomy for chronic tonsillitis and tonsil hypertrophy. Subjects were randomized to the TW or EC group. Post-operative pain, pain medication use, return to normal oral intake, return to normal activity, and bleeding were measured on the post-operative log. We recorded operative time, operating room time, and blood loss. All procedures were performed by one surgeon to eliminate variations in time and experience. Operative and patient data were analyzed using a Student T-test and evaluated by cost analysis. There was a statically significant increase in operative time with the TW taking an average of 4min longer per procedure, p<0.001. However, when total anesthesia time was compared, this did not translate into a statistically significant increase in total operating room time and therefore did not translate into additional cost. The remaining categories were not significantly different between the two groups. In 3/23 TW cases, suction cautery was required for hemostasis. Two patients had 3 occurrences of secondary bleeding in the electrocautery group and none in the tissue welder group. TW cost increase per case was $167 per instrument but averaged $700 per case. While the tissue welder remains a viable option for the adult tonsillectomy procedure, it has not demonstrated in our study the necessary parameters intraoperatively, postoperatively, or via cost analysis to become the choice instrument at our institution. We cannot ignore the increase in cost that may be seen for short and routine procedures without an added benefit to the patient in terms of outcome or safety. A larger study is needed to determine if secondary bleeding rates are lower with this instrument.